


      Electrical

Operating Voltage 

Electronic Controller

Safety Detection

Safety Barrier

IP Rating 

  

      Mechanical

Swing Type  EM3 Plus EM 3 EM 2

Max. Piston Stroke 450 mm 350 mm 200 mm 

Max. Length of motor 1255 mm 1030 mm 730 mm

Max. Leaf's Weight 300 kg/ Leaf 300 kg/ Leaf 300 kg/ Leaf

Suitable Leaf's Length 2 to 3.5 meter/ Leaf 1.5 to 2.5 meter/ Leaf 1 to 1.6 meter/ Leaf

Frame Housing 

Driving Method

Opening Degree

90 Degree Rotation Time 

Temperature

0 to 110 degree

8 to 12 seconds

-25℃ to +55℃

Screw Driven Piston Type

DC 24V

Over Current Detection

Microcontroller Based

Infrared Beam Sensor (Optional)

Stainless Steel / Aluminum Alloy

IP66



291

241

96
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Item +15V OP/CS 1/2PN GND STOP CLOSE OPEN GND Remarks

Description

Stable

voltage
output

Dual
Open

Single
Open

"-" &

"Concentration
line"

Stop Close

Normally

opening
signal

"-" &

"Concentration
line"

Extensional Receiver

Box (single gate)

Extensional Receiver

Box (dual gate)

Keypad

(single open )

Keypad

(dual open )

Push button

(two buttons)

close gate only

single open

dual open

Photocell

(sender)

Photocell

(receiver)

Push button

(one button)



programmed to the PCB and is  val id (50 remote 

the remote control, the LED 6 (on the PCB) will be on.





±



Item Name / Explanation
Setting

Range

Default

Setting
REMARKS

A0/B0

Intermediate Stop Function with slow speed.

This refers to the sensitivity of gates when meeting

obstacles during slow speed operation.

0~99 20
Lower setting means the gates will be more

sensitive to stopping.

A1/B1

Intermediate Stop Function with high speed.

This refers to the sensitivity of gates when meeting

obstacles during high speed operation.

0~99 50
Higher setting means the gates are not as

sensitive to stopping on hitting an obstacle.

A2/B2
Time of opening - slow speed.

Low speed operating time during gate opening.
0~9.9s 9s

A4/B4
Time of closing - slow speed.

Low speed operating time during gate closing.
0~9.9s 9s

A3/B3
Time of opening - high speed.

High speed operating time during gate opening.
0~99s 10s

A5/B5
Time of closing - high speed.

High speed operating time during gate closing.
0~99s 10s

A6/B6

Force of opening and closing - slow speed.

Force adjustment for low speed operating during open and

close.

0~99 56

A7/B7

Force of opening and closing - high speed.

Force adjustment for high speed operating during open and

close.

0~99 99

Reverse swing of motor A.

If you choose "0", the gate system will not have gate lock

function or reverse swing operation.

If you choose "1", the gate system will have gate lock

function but no reverse swing operation.

If you choose "2", the gate system will have gate lock

function and reverse swing operation.

Electric lock.

If you choose "0", the gate system will not have gate lock

operation after gate is closed.

If you choose "1", the gate system will have gate lock

operation after gate is closed.

Motor delay setting.

If you choose "0", only motor A working, motor B do not

working

If you choose "1", motor B will delay open during opening.

If you choose "2", motor B will delay open during opening,

motor A will delay start during closing.

If you choose "3", motor B and motor A will start working

at the same time.

C0 0~2 2

C1 0~1 1

C2 0~3 2

This is the force the motor applies on the

gates.  If the gates are heavy, you will need

more force to speed up the opening and

closing of the gates.

(Note: if the gates can open/close into

position, you do not need to adjust the

default settings.)

This is the time it takes to Open/Close the

gate for the Fast Speed part of the sequence.

This is the time it takes to Open/Close the

gate for the Slow Speed part of the

sequence.

No need to adjust this if the gate installed

has end stoppers.

When activated (Option “1”), the gates can’t

be pushed open.



Item Name / Explanation
Setting

Range

Default

Setting
REMARKS

Time of auto close.

If you choose "0", the gate system will not have auto

closing function.

If you choose "10", it means the gates will automatically

close 10 seconds after completing its opening.

C4

Time delay for opening, and delay for closing.

During opening, motor B will open a little later than motor A

During closing, motor A will close a little later than motor B

0.1~9.9s 2

Delay activating time for remote control button

(for avoiding misoperation)

If choose " 0 ", normal operation

If choose " 1 ", delay 2 seconds then start the operation

If choose "2", first press stop button for 2 seconds,

then close /open button to activate the operation

C8

Battery capacity display

Below 30 = Battery soon will be run out

99 = Fully charged

0~99

C9 Reserved terminal for maintainance and testing

D0 PCB Model Number

D1 PCB Software version

D2
Restore default setting

" 09 " = restore factory settings
0

C8 Self-learning feature
Press & hold "Enter" button to turn to self-

learning mode

C5 00~2

C3 0~99s 0

Display PCB Model & Software version

Number







Battery is consumable, suggest to change battery every 9 or 10 months.
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